Distribution Solutions
FOUNDATION OF ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEM
Business benefits only get better as
additional business processes are
integrated into the system. The Auspac
Distribution system serves as the
foundation of your total integrated solution
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At the center of every successful business is the software system used to process information. We provide integrated business solutions to help you maximize efficiency. With Auspac Distribution System, companies can save
both time and money through more efficient automation management system. Complete historical information
about the goods and materials movement is maintained to facilitate the distribution practices. Our distribution system makes it easier for you to do business with your customers, vendors and partners.
Bill of Materials (BOM)

Sales Management

BOM is used extensively in the manufacturing and distribution A Sales Management module enables you to focus on your cusprocess, to assist with material requirements, and to detail the tomers’ needs and effectively manage all aspects of the sales
exact formula or recipe for the finished goods.
cycle. It contains all the functions required to place and track
sales orders. When a customer calls, you’ll know the availability
Electronic Data Interface (EDI)
With this module, basic sales transactions in supply chain ac- of specific item in inventory, customer credit limits, item pricing
tivities can be replaced by electronic communication. It pro- and much more. The user just needs to enter the order once and
all sales information can be recalled later for completing the
vides a bridge between two different software systems.
shipment and invoicing.
Barcode/Labels Generator
Bar coding not only improves the speed of basic warehousing Inventory Management
operations by improving efficiency and inventory management, Inventory Module keeps track of stock levels, stock valuation,
and stock activities. It enables you to quickly view inventory levbut it also ensures accuracy during shipping operations.
els for multiple locations throughout your enterprise. It autoQuotation/Contact Management
This module generates basic quotes using standard pricing mates the processes for inventory management, all necessary
and part numbers. It then quickly convert entire quotes or indi- documentation, and real-time inventory updates. It provides cusvidual quote lines to Sales Orders automatically. This offers tomers an immediate response on product availability.
Purchasing Management
faster turn around and a better overall customer experience.
The Purchasing Module with add-on Purchase Requisition funcTechnical Service/Maintenance
With this module, any product complaints and service calls tion provides complete controls of procurement process, from
can be tracked. All service details are recorded to include call internal Purchase Request to Purchase Order through goods
status, problem symptoms, site visits categories, warranty receiving, back order tracking and posting to Accounts Payable.
types, technician paying the visits and employee handling the The fully integrated module enables companies to centrally manage all of their purchasing processes using a single platform.
complaints.
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